
WHAT IS THE 
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY?



A way for voters to help the major political parties choose presidential 
nominees.

The Presidential Primary is:

Washington voters do not declare a party when registering to vote, but 
to help the parties choose a presidential nominee, voters must mark 
one party box and sign the declarations on the return envelope.

Each major party writes its party declaration and provides it to the 
Secretary of State’s Office to be put on the return envelope.





Examples of 
acceptable 
envelopes

These will move 
on to be signature 
checked



These will be 
challenged and a 
letter will be sent to 
the voter

If the letter is returned 
with BOTH the box and 
signature, the process 
continues



This voter will not 
receive a letter. This 
ballot packet will go 
directly to the 
canvassing board for 
rejection.



DEM REP

Once the 
signature is 
approved, the 
envelopes are 
sorted by 
party type.



Washington State’s Presidential Primary 
ballot is a consolidated ballot. This 
means that both “ballots” are on the 
same paper.

The declaration you mark on the outside of the 
envelope must be the same as the party you vote 
for on your ballot.

This is why the envelopes are separated by party 
after being signature checked.

Once the ballots are separated from the return 
envelope for voter privacy, they are visually 
inspected by our opening crew. 

Ballots will be removed from the batch to be sent 
to the canvassing board if:
• A different party is marked, or
• Both parties are marked



WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Ballots will be: 

• scanned into the tabulation system by party type

• stored by party type

• retained until destruction date (1-13-2026) 

Results will be certified on Friday March 20th

Questions?
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